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Free Essay: Academic knowledge is the basis on which future prosperity, and The reason cheating has become such a
pervasive movement is because.

There is going to come a time in your life when you are going to need to put what you learned in school to use
in real life. You have to think of your future and the person you want to be. Increased punishment for
academic misconduct also has little correlation with cheating behavior. Higher academic procrastination was
also found to increase the frequency of seven different forms of academic misconduct using fraudulent
excuses, plagiarism, copying from someone else in exams, using forbidden means in exams, carrying
forbidden means into exams, copying parts of homework from others, and fabrication or falsification of data
as well as the variety of academic misconduct. They take shortcuts because they want to and believe they can
get away with it. In college they are to prepare you for your career. Richard Fass puts forward the possibility
that business scandals in the real world make students believe dishonesty is an acceptable method for
achieving success in contemporary society. The phenomenon that the workplace needs performers in
education has further motivated students to cheat in examinations. There are many organizations that have
done research to prove the amount of students that cheat. Researchers have studied the correlation of cheating
to personal characteristics, demographics, contextual factors, methods of deterring misconduct, even stages of
moral development. In the USA, on average one third of grade A students have cheated. A study found that
increasing the distance between students taking an exam has little effect on academic misconduct, and that
threatening students before an exam with expulsion if they cheat actually promotes cheating behavior. The
acquisition of the cell phones which is essentially used for communication has been turned into academic
assistance gadget, the cell phones have been made in away that they are able to access internet and this has
provided students with the easiest means of reaching useful information regarding academic writings. If you
are able to do this, you are capable of so much more. In this case, the students get to be ambushed with the
examinations and thus resort academic cheating. In the end, I think it's a problem that has social and
psychological roots and it very much depends on a long list of factors - who the person has been in the past; if
they've ever cheated or broken the law before; their upbringing; their values and their emotional stability.
Inability to manage demands of student life One of the most common reasons for academic dishonesty is
students' inability to manage the pressures of their social and academic lives. It may trick you in the short hall
but you need to have the strength to do the right thing. The students are on the other hand have to yield for the
pressure and the easiest way of enabling this is by cheating in the examination. The behavior of cheating can
be traced to few decades ago among high school and college students. I'm not really sure where to start.
Situations that encourage academic dishonesty When course policies do not spell out clearly what students can
and cannot do, or when an instructor is not careful in enforcing academic integrity standards, some students
may use the situation to commit acts of academic dishonesty. Many students may cheat to impress their
parents, hoping that bringing home a good grade may lead to them receiving several good compliments and
rewards. It is always better in the long haul to be honest and do your own work. These distinct infractions have
greater effects on the represented institution economically, socially, and holistically than those imposed on the
offenders themselves. However, nowadays, cheating has become not just a common problem in college; it is a
learned behavior that has serious implications in the future, and this problem is spreading more widely among
college students. This kind of arrangement has increased the complacency level among the students and most
of the student wait and procrastinate until the last minute that they endeavor to beat deadlines.


